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COMMUNICATION
Mechanistic Insights in the Mode of Action of Bifunctional
Pyrrolidine-Squaramide-derived Organocatalysts
David Roca-López,[a] Uxue Uria,[b] Efraim Reyes,[b] Luisa Carrillo,[b] Karl Anker Jørgensen,[c] Jose L.
Vicario*[b] and Pedro Merino*[a]

Abstract: The modes of catalytic action of three squaramide-derived
bifunctional organocatalysts have been investigated using DFT
methods. The [5+2] cycloaddition between oxidopyrilium ylides and
enals has been used as model reaction. Two primary modes are
possible for the different catalysts studied. The preference for one
mode over the other is due to the possibility of additional favourable
π,π-interactions between the H-bond activated pyrilium ylide and an
electron-deficient aromatic ring bonded to a squaramide NH-group.
The model can be extended to other reactions catalyzed by the
same catalysts such as formal [2+2] cycloadditions between
nitroalkenes and α,β-unsaturated aldehydes. The computational
results are in excellent concurrence with the available experimental
reports on the observed total enantioselectivity and differences in
diastereoselectivity depending on the substrate and the reaction.

Enantioselective C-C bond formation by means of catalytic
processes is an important goal in organic synthesis[1] and
understanding of the catalytic mechanism can help process
optimization.[2] The use of metal-free organocatalysts enables
the efficient and high enantioselective synthesis of valuable
chiral intermediates. Over the last 15 years, organocatalytic
reactions have been extensively studied.[3] In particular,
bifunctional organocatalysts have played a prominent role in the
development of enantioselective organocatalysis.[4] As enzymes,
bifunctional organocatalysts bind reactants (and also transition
states) via covalent and non-covalent interactions. The
simultaneous activation of two species, at a low entropic cost,
contributes to create a synergistic effect leading to highly
stereoselective reactions.
The combination of an amino function and a group capable
of forming H-bonds in one single catalyst is the most common
arrangement employed in bifunctional organic catalysis. In this
context a large variety of thioureas incorporating amino
functionalities have been reported, making such a class of
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molecules the paradigm of bifunctional organocatalysis.[5]
Recently, squaramides have been proposed as an alternative to
thioureas in organocatalysis[6] and consequently some examples
of bifunctional organocatalysis bearing a squaramide unit have
been described.[7] In 2012, two squaramide-derived bifunctional
catalysts 1 and 2 were reported, specifically designed for
addressing remote reactivity through H-bond directed dienamine
catalysis (Figure 1).[8] Catalyst 1 provided excellent yields and
enantioselectivities in dienamine-mediated inverse-demand
hetero
Diels-Alder
reactions,[9]
Michael-Henry
tandem
reactions[10] and Diels-Alder cycloadditions with anthracenes.[11]
On the other hand, catalyst 2 showed a great efficiency in
enantioselective [5+2] cycloaddition between oxidopyrilium
ylides and enals, under the same type of bifunctional
dienamine/H-bonding activation.[12] Finally, both 1 and 2 have
been successfully used in [2+2] cycloadditions between α,βunsaturated aldehydes and nitroolefins,[8] and in trienaminemediated [4+2] cycloadditions,[13] compound 1 being usually
preferred for developing the reaction.
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Figure 1. The reactivity of bifunctional pyrrolidine/squaramide catalysts 1 and
2 in organocatalytic reactions with enals and dienals (omitted for clarity) and
simplified catalyst 3 used as model for preliminary calculations.

The mechanism of Diels-Alder reactions organocatalyzed by 1
has been computationally studied.[14] In this work, it was
demonstrated that the high enantioselectivity exerted by 1
comes from the high distortion energy required for the catalyst to
keep the dual H-bond interaction in the non-preferred pathway.
Several models have been proposed in which the typical
interactions have been considered, i.e. formation of the
dienamine and activation through H-bonding of the
squaramide.[8,13b] However, these models have not considered
the role of the aromatic moiety at the terminal squaramide
nitrogen. The presence of a bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl group, as
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in catalyst 1, could contribute to form additional non-covalent
interactions such as π,π-interactions with unsaturated systems.
Moreover, in the case of catalyst 2 the additional methylene
group could provide additional flexibility to facilitate a correct
orientation leading to additional cooperative interactions.
Herein, we report a detailed computational study directed to
investigate the origin of the diastereo- and enantioselectivity
provided by catalysts 1 and 2 with a special focus on the role of
the arylmethyl group of 2. For that purpose we selected the [5+2]
cycloaddition between oxidopyrilium ylides and enals catalyzed
by 2 as model system (Scheme 1). These studies will show that
catalyst 2 adopts a disposition similar to an enzymatic pocket
that put together the reagents favouring the reactivity between
them, in a similar way to an enzyme does. Our computational
studies employed the real catalysts 1 and 2 as well as
aldehydes 4 and 5. Optimizations of the geometries of stationary
points were carried out at B3LYP-D3BJ/Def2SVP level of theory,
followed by single point calculations at the B3LYPD3BJ/Def2TZVP level.[15] Solvent effects were examined by the
PCM implicit solvation model. The calculations predict complete
enantioselectivity for the reaction catalyzed by 2 in all cases.
Also, they predict correctly the moderate and complete
diastereoselectivities observed for R = Me and Ph, respectively.

explaining the complete enantioselectivity observed in all cases.
Indeed, attack by the bottom face of the catalyst in which no Hbond activation can occur is, in all cases, more than 5.0 kcal/mol
higher in energy. Next, we considered the real system used
experimentally, i.e. catalyst 2 taking into account both E,E and
E,Z configurations at the dienamine.
The catalytic cycle, illustrated in Scheme 2, begins from the
intermediate associated to the catalyst IN2, the most stable
intermediate in the catalytic cycle, which is formed from the
catalyst after initial activation of the two reagents. Calculation of
the several possibilities for regenerating IN2 from the
intermediate IN4[17] showed that the most favourable pathway
corresponded to the formation of IN5 by incorporation of the
oxidopyrylium ylide followed by releasing of the product and
formation of the dienamine from IN1 and the aldehyde.
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Scheme 1. The catalytic and enantioselective [5+2] cycloaddition[12] catalyzed
by 2 employed as case study in this work.

We first studied model systems formed from pyrrolidine and (E)2-pentenal 4 to determine the concertedness of the reaction.
This simplest model showed the reaction to be concerted.
However, when the squaramide moiety was introduced by
considering compound 3 (see Figure 1) as a simple model of the
chiral organocatalyst, the reaction resulted to be a stepwise
process consisting of an initial attack of the dienamine to the
position 1 of the ylide followed by an intramolecular Michael
addition in the intermediate iminium-ion derivative. In this twosteps process the first attack of the dienamine was identified as
the rate limiting step. The ultimate reason for the observed
mechanism switch is the stabilization of zwitterionic
intermediates exerted by the squaramide through hydrogen
bonding. These preliminary studies with compound 3, in which
44 transition structures were studied and Boltzmann's
distributions were applied, also showed that the origin of the
diastereoselectivity comes from the E/Z-configuration of the
second C=C bond of the dienamine. In all cases a conformation
s-trans is preferred for the dienamine moiety in good agreement
with previous studies of Seebach and Uchimaru[16] but small
differences are observed between E,E-s-trans and E,Z-s-trans
dienamines derived from 4, thus explaining the low
diastereoselectivities observed for this substrate. The attack of
the ylide always proceeds by the top face of the dienamine thus
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Scheme 2. Catalytic cycle for [5+2] cycloaddition catalyzed by 2.

According to preliminary studies with catalyst 3 the key steps of
the reaction are the formation of IN3 from the initial IN2, through
TS1, and the formation of the final IN4, through TS2. The ratelimiting step corresponds to the first step involving TS1.
Hydrolysis to the final product usually takes place smoothly and
do not influence the generation of the asymmetric centers
formed in previous steps. Eight transition structures, four for
each isomer of the dienamine were located for the first step
(rate-limiting) of the reaction of (E)-2-pentenal 4 catalyzed by 2
(Table 1).[18] In all cases the ylide is oriented in the same way as
a consequence of the activation by the squaramide moiety
through a double hydrogen-bonding. Attack on the top face of
the E,E-s-trans dienamine (Re-face) gives the major product
observed experimentally (5R,6R,7R,8S-isomer). On the contrary,
attack on the top face of E,Z-s-trans dienamine (Si face) forms
the diastereomeric minor compound (5R,6S,7R,8S-isomer).
Moreover, the pyrrolidine ring of the catalyst can adopt two
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different conformations, named North (N) and South (S) that
should be considered as different transition structures even
though they do not affect the reaction outcome. Also, two
different modes of addition have been found, i.e.: the bis-3,5(trifluoromethyl)benzyl group can be directly above the ylide
favoring π-π stacking (pocket-like model, PM), or it can point
away the ylide (T-like model, TM). Figure 2 illustrates these
models for (E)-2-pentenal 4, in particular the two more stable
TS1a and TS1d for the predominant 5R,6R,7R,8S-isomer.

Table 1. Calculated relative Gibbs energies and percentage of located
transition structures for the transformation of IN2 into IN3 (R = Me, catalyst 2)
dienamine

pyrrolidine[a]

model[b] TS

∆∆Grel[c] [%] product

N

PM

TS1a 0.0

40

N

TM

TS1b 1.6

3

S

PM

TS1c 0.9

8

S

TM

TS1d 0.5

17

N

PM

TS1e 0.5

17

N

TM

TS1f

1.8

2

S

PM

TS1g 1.5

3

S

TM

TS1h 0.8

10

E,E-s-trans

E,Z-s-trans

d.r.

5R,6R,7R,8S

68

5R,6S,7R,8S

32

[a] N and S refer to conformations North (3T2) and South (2T3) of the pyrrolidine
ring, respectively. [b] PM and TM refer to pocket-like and T-like models. [c]
given in kcal/mol.

centres at positions 7 (R) and 8 (S) is fixed by the only possible
attack after the first step of the reaction and it takes place
through the second step. Boltzmann's distribution of the eight
transition structures corresponding to the first step of the
reaction gave a theoretical d.r. value of 68:32 in very good
agreement with that observed experimentally.[12] The small
energy differences (less than 1 kcal/mol) between PM and TM
models, counting for 40% and 17% of transition structures
leading to the major compound, indicates that a distinct
preference for one over the other does not take place in a great
extent. In fact, during the reaction, pocket-like model is only
preferred until the formation of IN3 in which the T-like model is
preferred as well as for TS2 and IN4 (for a more detailed
analysis see Supporting Information).
An NCI analysis[19] for the PM model confirmed the disposition of
the catalyst in a rather similar form to an enzymatic pocket in
which the reagents are linked covalently (dienamine) and noncovalently (hydrogen-bond) but also in such a form that
stabilizing hydrophobic (London dispersion forces) interactions
(green surfaces) are present (Figure 3). In this respect the bis3,5-(trifluoromethyl)phenylmethyl group of catalyst 2 is capable
of providing additional π,π stacking at both top and bottom faces
of the ylide placing it between the dienamine and the aromatic
ring. The T-like model also presents favourable London
dispersion forces but only between the bottom face of the ylide
and the dienamine. Thus, the additional favourable interactions
in the pocket-like model contribute to minor stabilization over the
T-model (just 0.5 kcal/mol). The N-H-O angles in P-model are
159.3º and 158.4º, and in T-model are 155.0º and 155.4º, in all
cases within good values for typical H-bonds of this type.[7a],[20]

Figure 2. Optimized structures for transition states corresponding to the
transformation of IN2 into IN3 (R = Me, catalyst 2). Most stable P-model and
T-model transition states are shown.

Transition structures in which the pyrrolidine ring adopts a
North conformation always prefer the pocket-like model whereas
those in which the pyrrolidine ring adopts a South conformation
always prefer the T-like model. For both E,E-s-trans and E,Z-strans dienamines the most stable transition structures are those
corresponding to PM model. In this first step of the reaction, two
new stereogenic centres are formed at positions 5 and 6 of the
final adduct, thus determining the final diastereomeric ratio. The
configuration at C-5 is always R as a consequence of the attack
of the Si-face of the ylide by the top face of the dienamine. The
configuration at C-6 can be R for the attack to the E,E-s-trans
dienamine (by the Si-face) or S for the attack to the E,Z-s-trans
dienamine (by the Re-face). The creation of the two stereogenic

Figure 3. NCI models. A forming bond appears as a blue torus. Green
surfaces represent favourable delocalized hydrophobic interactions and blue
discs represent directional H-bonds.

After the formation of intermediates IN3, the reaction
proceeds through a second transition state located at 0.8
kcal/mol (for (E)-2-pentenal, major diastereomer) below the
ground state to form intermediate IN4. Figure 4 illustrates the
energy profile for the formation of the major isomer in the
reaction of (E)-2-pentenal 4 and completion of the catalytic cycle.
The driving force of the catalytic cycle illustrated in Scheme 2 is
determined by the regeneration of IN2 from IN4 with
concomitant releasing of the final product. This final catalyst-
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turnover step involves a favoured energy (∆G = -6.1 kcal/mol for
the reaction of (E)-2-pentenal 4 catalyzed by 2).
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Figure 4. Energy surface for the reaction between 4 and 6 catalyzed by 2. The
most stable route corresponding to TS1a (from E,E-s-trans) is shown.

Additional calculations were performed for the reaction
between 4 and 6 catalyzed by 1. In this case, an aryl group is
directly linked to the squaramide nitrogen and an orientation
favoring a stacking of type dienamine/ylide/aryl group is not
possible. The corresponding transition structures for the first
step (named as TS3) were located and the results are listed in
Table 2. As expected, calculations also predict a complete
enantioselectivity and moderate diastereoselectivity, since the
e.e. is determined by the formation of the H-bonded complex
and the d.r. by the initial E/Z configuration of the dienamine. In
fact, a d.r. value of 77:23 is predicted for catalyst 1. In this case
the most stable transition structure TS3d corresponds to a T-like
model since no additional favourable π,π-stacking can be found.
The energy barrier observed for catalyst 1 (4.0 kcal/mol) is lower
than that found for catalyst 2 (5.0 kcal/mol), probably because of
the higher acidity of squaramide protons. Whereas the reaction
between 4 and 6 catalyzed by 2 presented the most stable TS1a
6.4 kcal/mol below the ground state (defined as the sum of
reagents and catalyst), the same reaction catalyzed by 1
presented the most stable TS3d 7.0 kcal/mol below ground state.
Table 2. Calculated relative Gibbs energies and percentage of located
transition structures for the transformation of IN2 into IN3 (R = Me, catalyst 1)
dienamine

pyrrolidine[a] model[b]

TS

∆∆Grel[c] [%]

N

PM

TS3a

0.39

22.4

N

TM

TS3b

1.15

6.3

S

PM

TS3c

1.13

6.4

S

TM

TS3d

0.00

43.4

N

PM

TS3e

1.11

6.7

N

TM

TS3f

1.80

2.0

E,E-s-trans

product

5R,6R,7R,8S

d.r.

77

ring, respectively. [b] PM and TM refer to pocket-like and T-like models,
respectively. [c] given in kcal/mol.

To validate the model we also calculated the eight transition
states corresponding to the rate-limiting step of the reaction
between 5 and 6 catalyzed by 2, in which complete enantio- and
diastereoselectivity was achieved. Calculations (Table 3)
correctly predict the exclusive obtention of the 5R,6S,7R,8S
isomer, as observed experimentally. For this reaction, the most
stable TS4d (corresponding to the formation of IN3 from IN2, R
= Ph) was found 11.0 kcal/mol below the ground state.
Noteworthy, for this reaction the T-like model (and accordingly
South conformation in the pyrrolidine ring) is preferred in all TS
pairs counting for a 67.5% of all the transition structures. This is
due to a shorter distance of the forming bond in TS3d (2.05 Å)
with respect to the reaction with aldehyde 4 (2.22 Å in TS1a)
that causes a weakening of the additional π,π-interactions of the
pocket-like model. The N-H-O angles in P-model are 158.0º and
160.0º, and in T-model are 153.4º and 154.5º in agreement with
favourable H-bonding interactions.[7a,20] The lower stability of
transition structures derived from E,Z-s-trans dienamine is due
to unfavourable steric interactions between the phenyl group
and the coplanar ethylenic protons of the dienamine. In fact, the
phenyl ring is not completely planar (dihedral angle of -18.5º)
with the dienamine as a consequence of such interactions.
Table 3. Calculated relative Gibbs energies and percentage of located
transition structures for the transformation of IN2 into IN3 (R = Ph, catalyst 2)
dienamine pyrrolidine[a] model[b] TS
PM

TS4a 1.0

12.6

N

TM

TS4b 0.8

16.2

S

PM

TS4c 1.7

3.6

S

TM

TS4d 0.0

67.5

N

PM

TS4e 4.3

0.0

N

TM

TS4f 5.8

0.0

S

PM

TS4g 5.2

0.0

S

TM

TS4h 4.1

0.1

E,E-s-trans

S

PM

TS3g

1.52

3.3

S

TM

TS3h

0.79

11.5

23

[a] N and S refer to conformations North (3T2) and South (2T3) of the pyrrolidine

d.r.

5R,6R,7R,8S 99.9

E,Z-s-trans

5R,6S,7R,8S

0.1

[a] N and S refer to conformations North (3T2) and South (2T3) of the pyrrolidine
ring, respectively. [b] PM and TM refer to pocket-like and T-like models,
respectively. [c] given in kcal/mol.

The above-discussed modes of activation
2 can also be extended to other systems
pyrilium ylide 6. Thus, we applied our models
cycloaddition between α,β-unsaturated
nitroalkenes catalyzed by 1 (Scheme 4).[8]

Ph
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∆∆Grel[c] [%]

NO2
Ph

1 (20 mol%), DEA (1 equiv.)
H 2O (2.8 equiv.)
CH2Cl2 (0.25 M), rt, 24 h
(86%, dr >20:1, >99% ee)

for catalysts 1 and
different than the
to the formal [2+2]
aldehydes and

O

NO2
Ph

Ph

Scheme 4. Formal [2+2] cycloaddition between α,β-unsaturated aldehydes
and nitroalkenes catalyzed by 1.[8]
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It was possible to replace the pyrilium ylide by the
nitroalkene and locate the corresponding transition structures
(Figure 4). In the case of the reaction catalyzed by 1, a
typical[7a,21] H-bond interaction between squaramide and nitro
group with both oxygen atoms acting as proton acceptors was
found (TS-nitro1). The preferred model for catalyst 2 was again
directed by the flexibility of the arylmethyl group which induces a
different H-bonding pattern involving of only one oxygen atom of
the nitro group (TS-nitro2). This is due to favourable π,πinteractions between the aryl group and the N=O bond (oxygen
atom not involved in interaction with the squaramide) which can,
indeed, be considered to be a double bond. Consequently, the
oxygen atom should develop a negative charge,[22] thus
promoting the type of interaction with the squaramide showed in
TS-nitro2, more typical for carbonyl oxygen atoms.[7a] The
interaction between N=O and aryl group has been evidenced by
a NCI analysis (see Supporting Information). On the other hand,
in TS-nitro1 a typically delocalized structure of the nitro group is
more in agreement with the observed interaction. Both TSnitro1 and TS-nitro2 are the most stable and they account for
100% of abundance for the reaction catalyzed by 1 and 2,
respectively, thus predicting complete diastereo- and
enantioselectivity as described experimentally for 1.[8]

rate-limiting step have been observed, the increased acidity
expected for catalyst 1 turns into a lower barrier by 1.0 kcal/mol.
Finally, these modes of action found for catalysts 1 and 2 can
also be extended to other related systems.
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Figure 4. Optimized structures for the most stable transition states
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In conclusion, calculations correctly predict the complete
enantioselectivity observed experimentally for the [5+2]
cycloaddition catalyzed by 2. The different d.r. observed for
aldehydes 4 and 5 are also correctly predicted. The mechanistic
picture showed the possibility of two different modes of action,
the so-called pocket-like model (P-model) and T-like model (Tmodel). In catalyst 3 where no aromatic residues are present, Tmodel is clearly preferred, P-model being ca. 3-4 kcal higher in
energy in the corresponding TSs. A similar situation is observed
for catalyst 1 because the aromatic ring is directly bonded to the
squaramide nitrogen. The additional methylene group in catalyst
2 provides enough flexibility for adopting P-model in which π,πinteractions can be established. These additional hydrophobic
forces make P-model competitive in the reaction between 4 and
6 and more stable than T-model although by only 0.5 kcal/mol.
Indeed, since π,π-interactions (London dispersion forces) are
the weakest of all the intermolecular forces and they decrease
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Two primary modes of action depending on favourable π,π-interactions are
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can be applied to several reactions including [5+2] and [2+2] cycloadditions.
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